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The name of the game is Little" House on the" Prairie. And the inhabitants of the featured nursery-school-style
storybook setting may not be able to house their treasures (as in, keep them out of the hands of others), but in
the truest sense of the phrase, they can have a place to put their treasures. That is, until the cat burglar game
of hide-and-seek-seek-and-hide continues as owners of certain items try to prevent their pilfered items from
falling into the hands of other players who, in turn, may wish to snatch the item at the first opportunity that

presents itself. Little" House on the" Prairie is a game whose distribution model is funded entirely by the fans
who pay $9.99 to download from the App Store. No backing from a publisher, no connection to any

corporation, and no logo-stuffing space to fill. As such, it's an entirely new way of making a game. But clearly,
it's a big success. Read more It's a refreshingly humble day at Cafe OTO in Silver Lake, a venerable L.A.

institution that for decades, has been the talk of the town for its insistence on doing well-informed business
with minimal pretention. Yes, the owners love that brilliant actress, and star of dozens of popular TV shows,
and some movies. But they also love black-and-white photographs, vintage toys, hand-written menus, and
fancy food. And they love pretty much everyone. Read more The cast of fairy tale-themed children's shows
tends to be smaller than its counterpart from the big-screen world; with Disney having already dabbled in

anime-inspired dioramas and out of the box fun with shows like Gravity Falls, the last thing that network needs
is to up the ante even more on the theme of fairy tale goes wrong. Thus, Fairy Tale Fights Back is more of a

blip on the radar, though as a series whose main premise revolves around the Disney-owned characters foiling
the big bad evil doll's plans of world domination, you can't help but see this first half of the four-part miniseries

as just the prequel to a bigger series-within-a-series. The catch is that, due to the miniseries' timing and the
fact that it currently can only be seen on Disney Junior, you won't be able to see that bigger series for at least
another couple of years. Fortunately, FTFB isn't exactly a total dud, though it's definitely on the lesser side of

things. Read more
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Lauren* is an uncommonly stylish 15-year-old
who lives in a serene lake house in the Pacific
Northwest. She spends her free time reading,
playing tennis, and philosophizing, and she's

happiest in the company of the beaver that she
frequently adopts. She loves the vast forest

that surrounds her town, and the natural
landmarks that she encounters there (she
wrote a poem about the Mountain One Red

Bird—you can read it here). She has a mother
who is happily married, a father who is

dedicated to his work as a wildlife
photographer, and a grandmother who seems

to live out her days in her garden. She has
friends and acquaintances, but she has the

good fortune to have very few real friends. Her
interests are simple and easy to understand
and get on board with: her latest interest,

learning to play a second-line instrument (the
banjo, the bass, or the guitar), and how to sew
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button holes. She has her picky
sensibilities—she wants nothing but the best,

and as such, she is not a foodie, a glitter-lover,
or a fan of any of the popular dance genres.
Washington's Gus Van Sant, whose last two

films, Good Will Hunting and Milk, scored Oscar
nominations, is preparing to direct some

mightily ambitious work. He's adapting Chris
Ware's celebrated graphic novel Building
Stories, which is scheduled for release in
October. It's one of several Ware novels

currently in various stages of development, and
all of them are ambitious, with the designer-
turned-writer-turned-illustrator's vision and
storytelling skills at the center. Ironically,

Building Stories is being brought to life by a
small, independent movie company, Jigsaw,
which is led by the iconic filmmaker's friend
Steve Buscemi, who is producing the movie.

And, just as naturally, Ware is ensconced here
at the Hole in the Wall Gang Camp, where he's
the resident Oscar-winning director. The camp,
which also houses a branch of Studio Museum
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in Harlem, is home to numerous Academy
Award-nominated and -winning artists --

including Ware, who earned a 2009 Oscar for
his screenplay for the documentary, Spoonfed.
Its director, Nino Laurenzo, is among the most
accomplished and respected artists working

today. Read more 5ec8ef588b
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